poster instructions:

All poster dimensions are **24 x 36 inches** and will be displayed **vertically**. **DO NOT CHANGE THE POSTER TEMPLATE’S BACKGROUND COLORS!**

**Template:**
The provided template is for guidance. Your poster does not have to follow the current format for the content of the poster. However, the header and footer should follow the guidelines given in this template.

**Text:**
Replace the text boxes with your project’s relevant information. You are welcome to use language from your application’s project description.

**Font, Color, and Text Sizes:**

*Century Gothic* is the only font used in the poster. The provided colors in the template should be followed for all in-poster text.

The font sizes are as follows:
- Title - 104 pt
- Location - 57.5 pt
- Subheader - 41 pt
- In-poster Text - 14 pt
- School/Sponsor - 28 pt
- Participants/Sponsor names - 22.685 pt

**Images:**
All images must be high resolution (**at least 200dpi**). You may include as many images as you like. Adding captions is optional, but recommended.

**Saving the document:**
All posters must be saved as a **JPG with 300 dpi resolution.**

Title the poster using your **6+2_ProjectTitle:**
Ex., katzk1_CampWashingtonCommunityBoard

Please note: the DAAP Photo Lab will only print JPG!

Send completed posters to Kyle Katz at katzk1@mail.uc.edu to be printed.
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Stitching Ecosystem Services through Vacant Lots and Alleyway Connectivity
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